High Adventure Duty Roster
Crew Leaders:
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Navigator
Trashman
Fireman
AM Waterman 1
AM Waterman 2
AM Cook
PM Waterman 1
PM Waterman 2
Mr. Clean
PM Cook 1
PM Cook 2
PM Cook 3
KP 1
KP 2
KP 3
Crew Leaders: Ensure all participants are aware of their duties and that the duties are carried out. The crew leaders also
participate in the duties.
Navigator: Goes over the maps the evening before their assignment with the adult leaders. Reports the next day's hike details
to the group prior to bedtime. Leads crew decision making at trail crossings.
Trashman: Compacts and carries the day’s trash. Responsible for organizing the clean-up of the campsite before leaving in
the morning.
AM Cook: Immediately upon waking up, set up a stove and heat water for breakfast.
Fireman: Check fuel level in fuel bottles and adjust as necessary. Set up and light stoves at the appropriate time for cooking
under orders of the cooks. Break down and store stoves and fuel bottles after KP is done.
Watermen (AM): Prior to breakfast, collect and fill all crew water bottles as necessary.
Watermen (PM): Immediately after camp is set up, fill crew water bladders with filtered water as necessary. Collect and
fill all crew water bottles as necessary. Be available if needed during cooking and KP
Mr. Clean: Responsible for filling and hanging shower/wash bags in an appropriate area immediately after setting up
camp. After bathing is done, empty the bags, turn inside out, and set out to dry.
PM Cooks: Cook 1 is in charge. Lead the other cooks, fireman and watermen in getting dinner done. Rehydrate food and get
water boiling in a timely manner. Cook according to package instructions. Serve food to the crew, being careful of
not spilling food. Control the cooking area. Keep others out of the way unless they are assisting.
KP: KP 1 is in charge. Clean out all cooking pots as completely as possible before dish washing begins. Prepare large pot of
water for heating. Use a large cooking pot as wash pot and another pot as a rinse pot. Wash all personal gear before
crew gear. Dispose of wash water appropriately. Lay out all cookware to dry overnight
Crew duties sequence upon reaching camp:
1. Locate the "bearmuda" triangle at camp - bear canisters, cooking, and sleeping area.
2. Set up the crew fly in the cooking area, if necessary.
3. Place all crew gear and bear canisters in the cooking area.
4. Set up personal tents and stow all personal gear.
Crew duties before going to bed:
1. Place all personal smellables in the bear canisters and store for the night.
2. Take down crew fly.
3. Pack all personal and non-smellable crew gear possible.
Crew duties before hiking in the morning:
1. Immediately upon awakening pack all personal gear, take down and pack tents if dry.
2. After breakfast, pack bear canisters and crew gear.
Any crew gear you carry is yours to carry for the entire trek. Remember what you are carrying in case it is needed in
an emergency.

